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Introduction  
 
This chapter provides an overview of VuMe360, including minimum software requirements.  
 

0.1 Product Overview 
 
VuMe360 is a Solution that automates aspects of quality assurance of fieldwork, including form 
completion and capture and efficient use of photo and video media.  It can be used to generate 
reports on the conformance of installations to established standards, and to generate workflow 
to correct defects and other exceptions and verify that the corrective work is done. 
 
VuMe360 consists of two products: 

- A Mobile Application, that can be loaded on a mobile device such as a smartphone or 
tablet and used to collect quality assurance data in the field concerning in-progress or 
completed projects, and transmit that data wirelessly via network or cellular 
connections; 

- A cloud-based computer Dashboard for use in accessing reports (via index, and also 
geospatially as through integration with Maps) and performing administrative tasks such 
as user registration, contractor assignments, workflow monitoring, and developing 
templates for data collection via the app. 

 
 
Conventions used in this Manual 
 

Bold Menu items and buttons 
Italic Hyperlinks to cross references or URL addresses 
Red text Instructions only for users with Administrator access 

 
 

0.2 Software/Hardware Requirements 
 
0.2.1 Mobile app: 
 

Operating system: 
Android: 4.4 or newer 
iOS: 9.0 or newer 

Available memory on mobile device: 
Storage – 1GB 
RAM – minimum 1GB 
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0.2.2 Dashboard: 
 

Acceptable Browsers: The Dashboard interface is optimized to work in Google Chrome, 
Opera, and FireFox browsers. 

 

0.3 Known Limitations with this Release  
 

Due to processing limitations of some commercial smartphones, some users may find 
that they are not able to capture photos or videos while simultaneously talking on the 
phone. 
 
While the application is able to upload hundreds of photos and videos as part of an 
entire report, users may find that attaching more than 150 photos and videos to a single 
line item in an inspection or report may stress the resources of your smartphone and 
may result in crashes or slow response. 
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Section I:  Account Setup 
 
1.0 Setting your Password 
 
When you are first invited to be a user of the VuMe360 system, you will receive an email similar 
to the one below: 

 
 
It is best if you respond to the email using a computer rather than a mobile device for this 
initial password setup.  If you click on the Accept invitation link, you will be taken to a screen 
like this one: 
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Enter a password of your choosing twice in the fields as shown.   
 
Password must contain at least: 

- 12 characters 
- One lower-case letter 
- One upper-case letter 
- One number 
- One punctuation mark or symbol 

You may not re-use any of your previous 10 passwords 
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2.0 Setting up Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) 
 
To protect the security and integrity of data, we have added Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) 
to VuMe360.  Depending on your organization, setting up MFA may be mandatory to use the 
VuMe360 application or login to the VuMe back-end.  The procedure below describes how to 
enable MFA.   
 
To complete this procedure you will need access to both your mobile device (instructions in 
green text) and your computer (instructions in blue text), and both will need to be connected to 
the internet. 
 
You can also view these instructions on a brief video at https://youtu.be/LdYExi4WEZI 
 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE:  once MFA is enabled, in order to log in to either the web 
interface or the mobile application, you will need access to the same phone 
which you used for the procedure below. 
 
 
 
1.  On your phone, download “Google Authenticator” application from Google Play (for Android 
phones) or the App Store (for Apple phones) 
 
 
2.  On your computer, using your email address as your username and the password you set 
above, log in to the VuMe web interface, at the URL that was included in your invitation email.  
(The URL is of the format  https://[carrier-name].vume360.com) 
 
 
3.  If MFA is mandatory for your organization, you will be taken directly to a window with a QR 
code, like the one below.  IF MFA is optional, you must click the Edit MFA button at the bottom-
right of your screen. 
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5.  On your phone, open the Google Authenticator application, and click “Begin Setup” and 
then “Scan Barcode”.   
 
Then point the camera on your phone at the QR code on your computer screen, so the code is 
contained entirely within the coloured square, as shown below.  The app will automatically 
detect and capture the code.   
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Next a six-digit code, like the one below, will pop up on your phone screen.  Note that the 
number changes every 20 seconds or so. 
 

 
 
 

6.  On your computer, type in the code currently displayed on your phone into the field “Enter 
Code provided by Google Authenticator” (shown circled below)  
 

 
 
 
 

Multi-Factor Authentication is now activated. 
 
 
Once MFA is set up for your account, to log in to either the mobile application or the web 
interface, in addition to your username and password you will be required to open the Google 
Authenticator app on the same phone as you used in the procedure above, and look up the 
code currently displayed, and type that into the MFA code field as shown below. 
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Section II:  VuMe360 Mobile Application 
 

3.0 Getting Started 
 
3.1 Installation 

 
You can install the application by clicking the link in the invitation email, or by searching 
for VuMe360 in the App Store or Google Play, as appropriate for your device. 

 
3.2 Logging In 

 
Open the VuMe application on your device.  Enter your username (which is your email 
address) and password on the login screen, and the MFA code, if enabled (for 
instructions on how to set up MFA, please refer to section I, item 2.0, Setting up Multi 
Factor Authentication (MFA). 
 

      
 
 
Once you have entered your password (and MFA code, if applicable) and it is accepted 
by the system, your device may go through a synchronization process, where files and 
templates necessary for use of VuMe360 are downloaded to your device, and the screen 

NOTE:  On either iPhone or Android devices, we recommend powering off and 
restarting your device before attempting to log in for the first time. 
 
Additionally, we recommend logging out and back in to the application if you 
have not uploaded a report in a week or more. 
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shown on the right above will be displayed.  This process will only occur when logging in 
for the first time, when upgrading to a new version of the VuMe360 product, or if there 
are changes to the reference files and templates needed for your device.  Depending on 
the quality of your connection this should take no more than a minute or two. 
 
If you forget your password, click on “Forgot Password” at the bottom of the screen and 
you will receive an email inviting you to set a new password. 
 

3.3 Basic Navigation 
 
At all times within the VuMe360 Application there will be 5 buttons visible on the 
bottom of the screen. 
 

 
 
Task In Progress allows you to quickly access any task (such as an Audit, Inspection or 
Deficiency Report) that is partially complete.  If you click on this button you will be 
returned to the task where you last left off.   

 
Uploads is useful when the upload of a Report is in progress; it will show you the 
detailed progress of the uploading of components (templates, media, etc.) of your 
report, or if you are currently offline, a list of pending reports which will upload once 
you are connected to the internet.  When no uploads are pending or in progress this 
window is blank. 
 
Home is where you go to initiate a new task such as an Audit, Inspection or Deficiency 
Report. 
 
Library provides a searchable catalogue of available Standard Operating Procedures and 
other reference materials for use during field work. 
 
Settings section displays device and user related information, and allows you to 
customize the way your app performs: 

- User Details: email address of the logged-in user 
- Upload Status: allows you to select WiFi only mode, which prevents uploads or 

synchronization via cellular network if WiFi is unavailable.  If you submit reports 
in WiFi-only mode, the reports will wait in queue in memory on your phone until 

Note you can only have one Task underway on the device at a single time.   
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a WiFi connection is available and you open the application, at which time the 
pending report(s) on your phone will upload normally. 

- Sync Data: show when your device was last re-synchronized, and provides 
manual re-synchronization option 

- Local Memory: total and in-use local memory status 
- Service Contacts: user support contact information 
- Version number 
- LogOut Button (top right corner):  use to Log out if necessary.  

 

4.0  Performing Basic Tasks 
 

On the home screen, first select the button Select Task.  This will take you to a screen 
like the one on the left below, which lists the categories of tasks available.   
 

    
 
Note: if there is a Deficiency in your queue, you’ll be notified under the associated 
Inspection Report category as shown on the above right (indicated in this illustration 
with a yellow oval): 
 
Next, select the Inspection applicable to your task.  Depending on whether there is a 
Deficiency in your queue awaiting work, you may see the following screen, allowing you 
to choose between New Inspection or Deficiency Correction.  If there are no 
Deficiencies in your queue, the VuMe360 Application will take you directly into the first 
screen for a New Inspection. 
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4.1 New Task 

 
Once you begin a new task, the Application will take you to the General Information 
screen for you to fill in.   
 
If you select Location Code the Application will take you to a sorted dropdown list of all 
location codes.  Search box at the top is used to make it easier to find a specific location 
by Code.  Once you select a Code, the Application will automatically prepopulate other 
fields descriptive of the Location. 
 
Selecting Notifications will produce a drop-down list of users of VuMe360.  From the 
list, select those users whom you want to be notified by email when your report is 
uploaded. 

 
4.1.1  Completing Forms 

 
To start the actual inspection or audit process, select the Start Report button at the top 
of the Form 1 page.  This will take you to the list of available Sections of your report 
required to perform the type of inspection or audit you have selected. 

Note:  when completing forms within VuMe360 Application, certain fields have been 
designated as “mandatory.”  These fields will be marked with an asterisk *.  You will NOT 
be able to submit or upload a Report until all mandatory fields are completed. 
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When you first begin generating a report, the warning below may pop up on your 
screen.  This is an indication that a report is partially complete and in the working 
memory of your device.  If you wish to complete that unfinished report, select Cancel in 
the window and then select Task In Progress at the bottom of your screen; the 
Application will return you to the other report and allow you to complete it.  On the 
other hand, if you wish to proceed with a new report and discard the contents of the in-
progress report, select OK in the window. 
 

 
 

 
 

Then by selecting <Prev and Next > you can navigate through the series of Forms that 
you need to complete as part of the inspection. 
 
Depending on the type of audit or inspection, each Form may contain the following 
fields: 

• A code number for the form 
• A Description of the requirement to be inspected 
• An SOP button (where applicable) that allows you to view and read the relevant 

Standard Operating Procedures as reference. 
• (Inspections only) A drop-down list that allows you to evaluate the degree of 

conformance to the Requirement, such as the one shown below: 
§ A = Acceptable 

Navigation Tips: 
Navigate through the forms using the following selections: 

< Back at the top left will return you to the Navigation Page which lists all the 
forms to be completed. 

Submit at the top right submits the entire report for uploading.  Only select this 
option when you have completed all applicable forms for your audit or 
inspection and are ready to submit the entire report as a package to the 
VuMe360 server. 

< Prev takes you to the previous item for your inspection type. 
Next > will take you to the next item to be completed for your audit/inspection 

type. 
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§ CR = Confirmation Required 
§ D = Deficiency (an unacceptable change) 
§ E = Exception (an acceptable change) 
§ I = Issue (a showstopper) 
§ N/A  = Not Applicable 

• A drop-down list, where there are a fixed number of responses available (eg 
Yes/No or Pass/Fail) 

• A place to provide comments or describe exceptions, where applicable 
• A button allowing for capture of a Photo/Video.    See section 5.0 below, 

“Capturing Photos and Video” 
 
4.1.2 Submitting your Report 

 
Once you have completed all the relevant Forms related to your audit or inspection, you 
are ready to upload the Report to the VuMe360 server.  You can select Submit in the 
top right corner of any Form to submit the Report.  Do not click Submit until you have 
completed all the forms required for the Inspection.  There is no way in VuMe360 to 
retrieve a report once it has been submitted!  Any omissions will require user to 
generate additional report and add missing information. 
 
Once you select Submit, the VuMe360 Application will verify that you have completed 
all mandatory fields (marked with an asterisk * on each form).  If any are incomplete, 
the application will alert you with a window similar to the one shown below.  Selecting 
the red warning text in the window will take you directly to the missing fields so that 
you can provide the required information and resubmit the Report. 
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You will be asked again to conform that you are ready to Submit the report.  Then the 
Application will take you to the Uploads window and you can verify the progress of your 
upload.  All data pending upload will be displayed in this window for as long as the 
transmission is in progress, or pending due to lack of connectivity. 
 
Note that, if you are not connected to a network and therefore cannot upload 
immediately, but you have completed your inspection, go ahead and hit the “Submit 
Report” button.  The report will sit in the memory of your phone until a connection is 
available, and you may proceed to do additional inspection reports starting at the 
“Home” button as normal.  Once a connection is available, open the application, click 
“Uploads”, and all pending reports waiting in your device’s memory will upload. 
 

 
4.2 Deficiency Correction Report 

 
If there is a Deficiency in your queue, selecting Deficiency Correction will take you to a 
screen that shows all pending (current) Deficiency Corrections associated with that 
Inspection type.  At the bottom there is a button to Synchronize Deficiency Reports.  
Pressing this button will refresh the queue on your device, in case new deficiencies have 
been added or removed from your queue since you last logged in.  Be sure to press that 
button before proceeding. 
 
To begin work on a Deficiency Correction, select the work order from the list displayed 
on your device.  Then select Start Deficiency Report. You’ll then be shown a screen that 
lists the type of inspection that generated the Deficiency.  Click on that, and also the 
report title on the next screen.  Then the Application will take you to the pages for you 
to complete as you correct the deficiency.  If you select the large red Attachments box 
you will be able to view the photos and/or videos captured during the initial Inspection. 
 
Once your corrective work is complete, capture photos and videos as evidence that the 
deficiency has in fact been addressed, and EXPLICITLY how it was corrected.  For more 
on capturing photos and videos within VuMe360, see section 5.0 of this Guide. 
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5.0 Capturing Photos and Video 
 

NOTE:  Due to processing limitations of some commercial smartphones, you may find 
that you are not able to capture photos or videos while simultaneously talking on your 
smartphone. 

 
VuMe360 allows you to capture photos or video (includes audio) and embed the media 
right into your Audit Report, Inspection Report or Deficiency Correction Report.  
Selecting Add Photo/Video in any form in the above reports will take you immediately 
to the Photo option and your phone’s camera will be activated (you may get one or 
more screen pops asking for you to grant permission for the Application to connect with 
your device’s camera and/or microphone and/or location.  Select “Yes”).  You may 
attach more than one video or picture to an inspection form line item. 
 
Taking Photos: 

To shoot a photo, simply touch the “photo” button at the bottom of the screen 
or push the “volume up” button on your phone.   

 
Flash: 

If you need to activate the flash on your phone, select the lightning-bolt icon in 
the bottom of your screen, next to the “photo” button. 

 
Touch-To-Focus: 

The VuMe360 application supports touch-to-focus.  To focus and set the 
exposure on a specific area of your photo, before taking a picture, touch the area 
of the image on your screen which you would like in-focus. 

 
Zoom: 

If you wish to zoom in or out, move the slider along the bottom of your screen to 
the right (zoom-in) or left (zoom-out) as applicable. 

 
Video: 

If you want to shoot video, select the video-camera icon               on the bottom-
right of your screen.  Click the red “record” button at the bottom of the screen to 
begin recording.  Your phone will capture video and audio. 

 
To toggle back to Photo mode, select the camera icon            at the bottom-right 
of the screen.  
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Deleting, marking-up or cropping media: 
 

After you have captured photos or video, you may review the media files for 
deletion, mark-up or cropping.  From the camera view, click in the small 
thumbnail (of your most recently-captured photo or video) to the left of the 
“photo” button, shown by the yellow circle below. 

       
 
Deleting Photos 

To delete one or more photos, click “Select” in the bottom right, then select the 
photo(s) you want to delete, and then click “Delete.” 

 
Marking-Up or Cropping Photos 

To mark-up or crop a photo click on the photo and you will be presented with a 
screen that looks like this (below left): 
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To mark-up, select the MarkUp Photo option, and you will presented with a 
screen like the one on the right.  You can select your marker colour from the 
palette along the bottom.  Clicking the circle in the top-centre will increaser the 
size of your “pen”.  Once you are done marking-up, click “Save” on the top-right 
of your screen.   
 
To crop a picture, select “Crop Photo”, position the four markers as desired, and 
select the “crop” icon in the bottom right.  Note that the Crop feature can also 
be used to correct for parallax or keystoning, so if a photo is of a drawing and is 
taken at an angle, by selecting the outlines of the drawing the application will 
square-up the image and correct for parallax effects, as shown in the sequence 
of photos below: 

       
 
 
NOTE:   photo mark-up and cropping is non-destructive; both the original photo 
and the edited photo will remain in the report and both will be uploaded when 
you complete your report. 

 
Exiting Media-Capture: 

Once you are done capturing and editing media, select the checkmark on the 
bottom right of your screen. 
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5.1 Importing Media 
 

VuMe360 allows you to import photos or video from your device’s media folder.  This 
can be useful for importing media that was captured using your smartphone’s native 
camera application, or using an external Bluetooth or WiFi enabled digital camera. 
 
Selecting the Add Media File button (circled below) will open your device’s media file 
folder(s) and allow you to select any photos or videos to be added to your report.  You 
may delete, mark-up, or crop photos using the same procedures described in the 
previous section for photos taken within the VuMe360 application. 
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6.0 Settings 
 
The Settings screen shares information on the stats of your device and allows you to choose 
some options concerning how the application will function. 
 
Upload Status allows you to select whether your device will only synchronize when connected 
to a WiFi network.  When this option is not selected, your device may send and receive data via 
the cellular network. 
 
Sync Data provides a way to manually synchronize all data on your device with the VuMe360 
database.  To perform a manual synchronization, select Sync. 
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7.0 Troubleshooting and Support 
 
7.1 App freezes, crashes or fails to upload 

 
Should the app freeze or crash, no data collected in the current report will be lost.   
 
In the event of a freeze (where the app becomes unresponsive), simply close the app 
and restart.  Once you are back in the app, click on the “Task In Progress” button and 
you will be returned to the place where you were in the inspection that was underway 
before the app froze.  Similarly, should your phone battery run-out, once the battery has 
been recharged, restart the app and click “Task In Progress” and you will be returned to 
the place where you were before the incident happened. 
 
Should the app crash (the app stops working and your phone closes the app 
automatically) simply restart the app.  Once you are back in the app, click on the “Task 
In Progress” button and you will be returned to the place where you were in the 
inspection. 
 
While the application is able to upload hundreds of photos and videos as part of an 
entire report, users may find that attaching more than 150 photos and videos to a single 
line item in an inspection or report may stress the resources of your smartphone, and 
may result in crashes or slow response. 

 
If the app fails to upload (ie stays stuck on the “Upload In Progress Screen” with no 
progress for an extended period of time) please try the following steps: 

• Make sure your device is connected to either a Wi-Fi network or the cellular 
network. 

• If your device is currently not connected to a Wi-Fi network, and you wish to 
upload immediately via the cellular network, click on the “Settings” button at the 
bottom of your screen and then check to confirm that the “Upload Status” is 
NOT on “Download only via Wi-Fi” – ie the button next to that text field should 
be white (as shown in the screenshot on the previous page) and not red. 

• If the report still fails to upload, go through the following procedure: 
o Log-out (click on the “Settings” button at the bottom of your screen and 

then the “LogOut” button in the top-right corner)  
o Stop running the app (but do not uninstall it): 

§ To do this on an Android phone, go to Settings > Apps >  VuMe > 
Force Stop  (do NOT select uninstall or you will lose any reports in 
memory on your phone waiting to upload) 

§ To do this on an iPhone, double click on your phone’s 
Home/Touch ID Sensor and swipe the application window up. 

o Shut down your phone and restart it 
o Start the VuMe360 application and log back in 
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o Click on the “Settings” button and then click on Manual Sync 
o Allow the device to synchronize templates and reports 
o The upload function should now work correctly. 
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Section III:  VuMe360 Dashboard 
 

8.0 Getting Started 
 
8.1 Roles  

 
The VuMe360 dashboard is configured with three defined roles each with distinct 
permissions.   
 
Manager 

The role “Manager” can view and designate users, create, read and update 
Reports, and read Locations, Contractors, and Templates. 
 

Read-Only User 
 
The role “Read-Only User” can view and download content but cannot edit or 
create workflows. 
 

Administrator   
The role “Administrator” can read, create update and delete Users, Locations, 
Contractors, and Reports, and can create, edit and read Templates. 

 
Note:  The Vue360 dashboard is designed so that Managers and Read Only Users that 
belong to a Contractor can only view their own users and reports and cannot see users 
or content associated with other contractors. 
 

8.2 Logging In 
 

You will be provided with the URL for the VuMe dashboard webpage.  Once you 
access the VuMe360 dashboard webpage, you will be presented with the 
following login screen: 
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Enter your unique email ID and password.  (Refer to section 1.0 of this manual 
for instructions on setting your password for the first time), and the MFA code, if 
enabled (for instructions on how to set up MFA, please refer to section 2.0, 
Setting up Multi Factor Authentication (MFA). 
 
If you forget your password, click on “Forgot Password” at the bottom of the 
screen and you will receive an email inviting you to set a new password. 
 
 

 

9.0 Basic Navigation 
 

The main menu for navigating the VuMe360 dashboard is always shown on the left side 
of the window.  It is reproduced below.  The subsequent chapters in this Manual explain 
the features and functionality contained in each of these menu choices. 
 
Note contractor users will not have all these menu options available. 
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9.1 Reports 

 
The Reports page provides a searchable and filterable table of all reports 
contained in the VuMe360 database. 
 

9.1.1 Searching for Specific Reports 
 
The default view of this page includes a listing of all reports in the database 
generated in the past month, sorted by ascending Work Order ID.  For quick 
reference, above each Work Order ID is a colour-coded balloon showing the 
status of that particular report: “In Progress” (grey), “Complete” (yellow), or 
“Accepted” (green). 
 
Clicking on any other column heading will cause the list to be sorted by the item 
contained in the column. 

For example, to sort the list of reports in the table chronologically based 
on the date created, click on the column “Created At:” 

 
There are three ways to filter the list of reports shown in the table: 

1. Specify a range of dates to be included in the search; From and To.  Only 
reports created during the time period specified will be shown in the 
table beneath.  Note that this selection is global – regardless of what 
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you select in fields 2 and 3, the search will be restricted to the date 
range on field 1.  Also note that the default time period for this date 
range is 6 months. 

2. Filter reports by Location, Region, Deficiency status, or Work Status using 
the indicated dropdown lists; only reports associated with that 
location/region/deficiency status/status, in the date range specified in 
the From and To fields, will be shown in the table beneath. 

3. Type any string of characters into the Search box. Only reports containing 
those characters, generated in the date range specified in the From and 
To fields,  will be shown in the table beneath. 

 

 
 
9.1.2 Showing and Downloading Reports  

 
Next to a report, you will see two menu buttons as shown below. 
 

 
 
Clicking on the folder icon will display the report in a fully editable format, and 
also allow you to assign deficiencies to Contractors (see 9.1.3.2 below). 
 
The download icon allows you to download a zipped folder of all media (pictures 
and videos) associated with the report, onto your computer. 
 
A “Delete” button is available for Administrators only, to allow the report to be 
deleted from the VuMe360 database. 
 

 
9.1.3 Viewing and Editing Reports 

 
Once you open a report, at the top of your screen you will see a menu like the 
one shown below. 
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Details provides information about the report such as which user 
generated at and the date it was submitted. 
 
History provides a detailed edit history of the report. (may not be 
available for all users) 
 
Generate PDF will generate a new PDF and send an email to your email 
address with a link to a PDF version of the report.  Note: If there have 
been any edits to the report, press this button to generate a refreshed 
PDF incorporating the edits.   
 
Download PDF File allows you to view the last-generated PDF of the 
report in your screen.  Note: due to the processing requirements, PDFs 
may not be available for several minutes following upload of a report 
from the mobile application. 
 
The Accept button freezes the report from any future editing.  Note this 
button is only visible for reports where the status has been recorded as 
“Complete” and is not available for “In Progress” reports.  (Not available 
to view-only users) 
 
The Update Report button in the bottom right corner of your screen 
causes any edits that have been made to the currently-open report to be 
saved.  (Not available to view-only users) 
 
 

For each line item in the report you will see one or both of the following buttons: 
 

 
 
Upload allows you to insert media (pictures, videos) from your computer 
into the report.  (Not available to view-only users) 
 
Show opens a window that displays any media (pictures, videos) 
associated with that line item. 
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Note once deficiencies associated with a line item have been assigned to 
a contractor, no more content can be uploaded to that line item and the 
“Upload” button for that line item will disappear. 

 
 

 
9.1.3.1  Editing Reports (not available to view-only users) 

 
You may edit any text field and add or mark-up media in any line-item in a report 
that has not been Accepted or assigned to a Contractor for deficiency-correction. 
 
To edit text, click on the text field, make whatever changes are required, and 
then click the Update Report button to save the changes 
 
To add media to a line item, you may either click “Upload” button associated 
with that line item to open a new window, or drag-and-drop the media files from 
another window into the “Upload” button.  You must click Update Report for the 
changes to be saved. 
 
To view a map showing the location and orientation of the phone when the 
photo or video was captured and/or mark-up a photo, click on the folder icon 
immediately below the media image, as shown below. 
 

 
 
This view shows an interactive map of where the photo or video was captured, 
and also provides a toolbar for marking-up the photo and adding text.  Note that 
any mark-up is non-destructive; once you save, the system will retain both the 
original image and the mark-up. 

 
 

9.1.3.2 Generating Deficiency Reports for Contractors  
(Not available to view-only users) 

 
While viewing an Inspection report with deficiencies in the “Show” mode, you 
may assign Deficiencies/Issues to contractors for action: 
 

• Select “Deficiencies” from the top of the report 
• In the table of exceptions, in the far right “Contractor” column, click on 

the “Select” button.  A list of current contractors will appear in a drop-
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down menu.  Select the one that should be engaged to correct the 
Exception. 

• Click “Generate Deficiency Reports” 
• The screen will refresh and the message “Report was successfully 

updated” will appear near the top of the screen. 
 

VuMe360 will at this point notify the associated Contractor via email that there 
is a Deficiency Report that they must work, and the Deficiency report will be 
loaded onto the VuMe360 Mobile Application of the assigned contractor for 
them to complete corrections and provide evidence.  The contractor will receive 
all text and images associated with any line item(s) you assign to them.  This 
information is accessible only to the selected/assigned Contractor, or in other 
words, is not provided to any other Contractors. 

 
9.2 Locations 

 
The Locations page organizes asset information geospatially (through a Maps 
interface) and by location code.  By navigating through either of these views, 
users can access detailed information on network assets, and also click-through 
to all reports contained in the VuMe360 database, associated with the selected 
assets. 

 
 
9.2.1 Using the Map View 

 
The top half of the “Locations” page provides an interactive Map view as shown 
in the figure below.  The colored circles indicate groups of Locations; the number 
within each circle is the number of installations within that area.   
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Clicking on a circle zooms in on the map in that area and disaggregates the 
groups of Locations.  In the example below, the user has clicked on the Nova 
Scotia circle (containing the number 373 in the above example). 

 

 
 

By continuing to click on groups of Locations, you can view individual locations as 
shown by the blue flag in the image below. 

 

 
 

Then clicking on the flag produces a detailed screen showing Location details and 
a searchable report history as shown below: 
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9.2.1 Using the Table View 

 
Below the Map view is a fully interactive and searchable table of all locations.  
The table can be sorted by any column, and also searched using keywords in the 
“Search” window on the top right of the table. 

 
9.3 Users 

 
The Users page is used by Managers and Administrators to view, assign, and edit 
user roles.    
 

9.3.1 Users: List 
 
This page allows you to see a list of all users, their email address and their 
current status. 
 
For each User, the page indicates whether the user has accepted an invitation, 
whether they are a contractor, and whether they have been set up to receive 
email notification when affected by workflow such as Deficiency Reports. 
 
Depending on the status of the User, and your role, you may see some or all of 
the following buttons in the right hand column next to each User: 
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Resend sends a new notification email to an already-established User, inviting 
them to use the application and Dashboard, as appropriate. 
 
Show provides more details on the user, including name, email address, role, 
and notification status. 
 
Edit allows you to alter the User details, and also to associate a user with a 
Contractor.  (Administrator only).  When you have finished making edits, ensure 
you press the “save” button at the bottom of the screen to update the user data. 
 
Delete removes the User from VuMe360    (Administrator only) 

 
9.4 Contractors  (not available to Contractor users) 

 
The Contractors page is used to view a list of contractors, and for 
Administrators, to add, edit and delete contractors. 
 

9.4.1 Adding a Contractor 
Select “Add Contractor” button on the top left of the screen.  This will take you 
to an additional screen where you will be asked to provide a contractor name 
and description. 
 

9.4.2 Editing or Deleting Contractors 
Next to each listed contractor, in the rightmost column, there are buttons to Edit 
the Name and description of each Contractor,  and delete Contractors from the 
database. 

 
9.5 Templates 

 
The Templates page is for completing inspection forms using the templates used 
throughout the VuMe360 solution.  This allows for completion of an entire 
inspection without logging into or using the VuMe360 Mobile Application.  (Not 
available to view-only users) 

 
9.6 SOP Library 
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The SOP Library page is used for viewing, downloading, and editing Standard 
Operating Procedures to be used as a reference in inspecting and accepting work 
on network assets. 

 
9.7 Settings 
   

(Settings functionality is to be developed; as of this date, only the colour scheme 
used in the Dashboard is user-selectable) 
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10.0 Troubleshooting and Support 
 
10.1 Known Limitations 

 
PDFs: due to the processing requirements, PDFs may not be available for several 
minutes following upload of a report from the mobile application. 
 
Additionally, large reports with hundreds of pictures may take some time (up to 30 
minutes) for all the pictures to be properly rendered on the dashboard. 
 
 

 
 
 

 


